NAVIGATE HYBRID WORK
WITH CONFIDENCE
Hybrid work—the blending of remote and on-site work—is a
necessity for many businesses. More than extending greater
flexibility to employees, it’s an opportunity to improve upon
how business fundamentally goes about getting work done.
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58%

see themselves
dividing time
between being
home and on-site�

say video
communication
will be a key part
of their future�

see security as
one of their
biggest hybrid
work challenges�

1PATH HELPS MAKE HYBRID WORK FOR YOU

Secure endpoints and
close the door on attacks

Empower collaboration
and productivity

Provide always-on
network connectivity

Simplify network
traffic management

Increase efficiency across
your organization

THE FOUNDATION OF HYBRID WORK SUCCESS
Your company’s agility—the ability to drive efficiency, resiliency, and growth wherever and
whenever needed—is the foundation of a successful hybrid work experience.

PROVIDING A CLEAR PATH FOR HYBRID WORK
1Path strengthens your agility by providing solutions that are secure, flexible, and affordable to
simplify and support your hybrid work success.

COLLABORATION
Our collaboration tools provide powerful video
conferencing, sharing, and calling features that
enable your teams, no matter where they are or
what device they’re using, to meet securely,
communicate effectively, and share documents to
collaborate freely.

COMPLIANCE
We’re proud to partner with Cisco to offer
enterprise-grade security solutions that provide
a safe and consistent work experience, from
anywhere, with flexible identity-based access,
zero security compromise, and single pane of
glass management across all users and devices.

CONNECTIVITY
Our networking specialists are committed to
ensuring your network supports all the
business-critical applications needed to connect
with suppliers, employees, and customers for an
optimized hybrid work experience, without
sacrificing security.

NAVIGATE HYBRID WORK WITH CONFIDENCE
1Path helps you navigate the ever-evolving needs of your hybrid workforce, connecting your
people and strengthening your ability to drive efficiency, resiliency, and growth to not only keep up
with today’s demands, but also meet tomorrow’s opportunities head on.

1PATH CAN:

Help you develop a
long-term hybrid
work strategy that
will enable your
people to work
from anywhere.

Walk you through
the milestones to
ensure you build the
ideal hybrid work
model that meets
your needs.

Offer an easy-to-use
and easy-to-set up
and manage
solution—even if you
have a limited IT
budget and staff.

FREE EVALUATION
Get in touch with 1Path today and
schedule a free evaluation of your
hybrid workforce environment.

CONTACT US
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Cisco 2021 study findings from 682 interviews across six markets with small business owners, experts and IT managers

� Cisco hybrid work index

Provide fully
outsourced managed
services and
co-managed staff
augmentation to meet
your long-term goals.

